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Sanjukta Pookulangara
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We wish to thank all ITAA members who were willing to have their names placed on the
2016 ballot. We look forward to the continued engagement of the members in activities of
the organization and encourage you to consider serving our association now and in the
future.
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2016 ITAA Council
President
Tammy Kinley
University of North Texas

President-Elect
Marianne Bickle
University of South Carolina

Treasurer
Kathy Mullet
Oregon State University

Secretary
Sonya Meyer
University of Idaho

Counselor
Elizabeth (Missy) Bye
University of Minnesota

Vice President-Education
Barbara Frazier
Western Michigan University

Vice President-Operations
Jung Ha-Brookshire
University of Missouri

Vice President-Planning
Jane Hegland

Continuing the Legacy:
2016 ITAA Student Award and Fellowship
So Young Song
Greetings! I am So Young Song, 2016 ITAA
Graduate Student Liaison, a current PhD student in
in Retail and Consumer Sciences at the University
of Tennessee, Knoxville. This message is to
encourage our ITAA graduate student members to
apply for relevant awards/fellowships by July1,
2016 to take advantage of the ITAA grants
available annually for both master and doctoral
levels. ITAA’s mission-driven commitment is to
make its fellowship awards as broadly accessible as
possible, in an on-going way, in support of higher education, research,
design, and scholarship. The endowment for these fellowship has been
made possible by donations from numerous ITAA contributors. Each
fellowship or award has its own eligibility requirements and all
nomination/application materials are required to be submitted via ITAA
online award submission site (http://itaaonline.org/?page=15). As
graduate students within ITAA, we truly appreciate the generous funding
available to us, not only because it enables us to attend the annual
conference but also because it provides us with an opportunity to receive
recognition for being career-qualified. It is the time of year to consider
these award and fellowship opportunities and also think about the ITAA’s
philosophical and virtuous dedication to the student members behind
them. I hope you will find this information helpful. If you have any
questions or suggestions about the ITAA graduate student online
community, please contact me
at ssong9@vols.utk.edu

South Dakota State University

Vice President-Publications
Pamela Ulrich
Auburn University

ITAA 2016 Student Awards

Vice President-Scholarship
Andy Reilly

Deadline for Applications for Graduate Student Awards and Fellowships is
July 1. Forms and submission guidelines are on the Graduate Student
Award Page of the ITAA website, http://itaaonline.org/?page=15.

University of Hawai`i

Graduate Student Liaison
So Young Song
University of Tennessee
Ex-officio Member

Deadline for Applications for Undergraduate Student Regent’s University
London Awards is July 1. Application Deadline for the Blanche Payne
Award is September 1. Forms and submission guidelines are on the
Undergraduate Student Award Page of the ITAA website,
http://itaaonline.org/?page=64.
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President’s Message
By Tammy Kinley
One more semester in the books! I have two
favorite times of the semester: the first week when
students are attentive and the plans I have cultivated
for course enhancement still sound like good ideas,
and the last week when it is time to launch the
students into their next steps and I can slow down
the pace a bit.
An entry on the calendar that does not change
though, is accreditation planning. The Accreditation
Commission is still rolling along. Thank you to the
87 administrators who completed the accreditation
interest survey that President-elect, Marianne Bickle
and Vice President of Operations, Jung HaBrookshire developed. The survey served two
important functions.
The Accreditation
Commission will use this information to assess real
interest in moving forward with accreditation, and
the ITAA Council will use some of the information
for budget planning. As our Commission Chair,
Gwen O’Neal, has explained previously, ITAA will
fund the Commission for 2017. In 2018, the
accreditation agency will need to generate its own
funding – thus the need for a “sales” projection. It
has also been exciting hearing from many of you at
the Virtual Town Hall meetings. (I even “attended”
one via phone while boarding a plane!) Those who
have attended the virtual meetings have had direct
input into the language of the accreditation
documents. I hope to hear from more of you when
they resume in the fall with accreditation and
academic standards.
Welcome to our new officers who will join Council
in January, 2017! This is an exciting time to be
around the conference table. We very much look
forward to your input. For those who ran but were
not elected, I hope you will consider putting your
name on the ballot again.

If you aren’t on a committee, I encourage you to plug
in before we get to conference. There is a lot of
work yet to do. I’ll be honest, there is some real
coolness to having colleagues that you are directly
working with located all over the world. There have
been many days when I spent more of my day
working with ITAA colleagues on ITAA-related
projects than I have spent working with my
colleagues in the hallway. It is a great way to extend
the view!
Conference planning is also moving forward. I have
been privileged to lend an opinion here and there,
and it seems like the program is really taking shape. I
have never been to Vancouver in the autumn, and I
can’t wait to see it again!
Happy Summer!
Tammy
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Welcome to Vancouver, B.C.
by Joan Ellis and Kathy Mullet
Your planning team is busy getting tours and workshop in place to add value to your Vancouver, B.C.
conference experience. We thought you might appreciate a little taste of what is to come.
Pre-conference tours on Tuesday will include two options for guided outings:


A one-day tour to Lululemon corporate headquarters with a continuation on to an Arcteryx store
visit. Both Lululemon and Arcteryx are Vancouver-based athletic brands specializing in top end
apparel for the active consumer. Lunch and an afternoon on Granville Island will follow.
Granville Island has a rich artisans’ history and includes restaurants, galleries, studios and unique
shops. No visit to Vancouver is complete without a stop on Granville Island. What could be more
“Vancouver” than that?



Or you may choose to spend a day steeped in the history and traditions of the First Nations. This
tour will spend the morning at the Museum of Anthropology at UBC. Lunch will be served in the
museum café and then a short side trip to the Musqueam Cultural Center to view and learn about
First Nations weavings.

Pre-conference workshops will include Jung Ha-Brookshire talking about new approaches to teaching
global sourcing; a workshop on sewing with knits and stretch fabrics; a workshop with Lynn Boorady
on creating and managing your digital footprint and Elena Karpova showing us new resources for
learning and teaching the global apparel and textile industry and trade.
Although the conference is full of opportunities for members to network, share scholarship, new ideas
and initiatives, there is also scheduled time for self-guided tours across the city. With maps to guide
you, you can explore the many neighborhoods of Vancouver, such as historic GasTown; be a foodie in
Yaletown with breweries and restaurants galore; or explore the culture of Chinatown. A knitting and
fiber themed tour, a sewing store themed tour, a retail store tour and a museum and gallery tour have
also been created. And don’t forget Stanley Park…Oh my…
Post conference workshops include Theresa Alexander teaching us the professional design process for
common embroidery and beading techniques and Matthew Kritis helping us to better understand the
creative design process to prepare our students for the textile and apparel industry of today.
There is so much to do and see in Vancouver that Kathy and I have no doubt you will leave the 2016
ITAA Annual Conference full to the brim with ideas, inspiration and culture!
Registration details coming soon!!
See you in November.
Joan and Kathy
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Miyake Issey Exhibition: The Work of Miyake Issey
March 16- June 13, 2016
National Art Center Tokyo, Japan
1300 Yen (General admission), 800 Yen (College students)
Reviewed by Andrew Reilly, University of Hawai‘i, Mānoa
On a gloomy and rainy Friday I walked into the colorful world of Issey Miyake at the National Art Center Tokyo. The
exhibition explores the career of the designer from his early days up to his current period, and is divided into three rooms.
The foyer introduces the exhibition and features a quote from Issey Miyake: “The act of design and its process are
synonymous with excitement and joy”.
Miyake opened his studio in 1970 and was greatly influenced by the 1968 May Revolution in Paris and the upheavals that
resulted in French society. This is reflected in the first gallery, which features 12 mannequins lined in a row, each
displayed with a creation from his early period, which is noted by the curator as the exploration of a piece of cloth and its
relationship to the body. The first item is “Tattoo” from the spring/summer 1971 season and features a cotton jumpsuit
with images of Jimi Hendrix and Janis Joplin; the second, “Sashiko,” is a baseball uniform garment made with traditional
Japanese fabrications; the third, “Handkerchief Dress,” illustrates how squares of cloth can be stitched together to from a
garment. From there, the remainder display Miyake’s evolution of experimenting with the full width of fabrics, traditional
textiles, traditional printing techniques, and collaborations with various textile manufacturers.
The second gallery features 18 mannequins that are dressed with Miyake’s famed bustiers. These, again, show the
exploration of adorning the body with traditional textiles, like rattan, bamboo, and wire, as well as new textiles, like
silicone.
The third gallery is the largest and features around 100 items that highlight Miyake’s more recent explorations in five
themes: materials, pleats, IKKO TANAKA ISSEY MIYAKE, A-POC, and 132 5.ISSEY MIYAKE/IN-EI ISSEY
MIYAKE. Materials covers a wide variety of textiles, including those mentioned above, but also Shetland wool, polyester,
cotton, nylon, raffia, horsehair, ramie, rayon, batik, elephant crepe, felt, etc. Pleats illustrates how fabric can be
manipulated to create textural, sculptural garments. IKKO TANAKA ISSEY MIYAKE explores the collaboration
between graphic artist Ikko Tanaka and Miyake. Three of Tanaka’s iconic designs are printed onto fabric then pleated.
The pleating is illustrated by a live demonstration of Miyake’s pleating machine where the flat Tanaka cloth is fed into large
device with rollers that fold and heat-press the fabric. The rhythmic mechanical sound echoes through the gallery
providing a soothing feeling to the environment. A-POC is Miyake’s take on manufacturing clothing with the least amount
of waste. His designs begin with a single thread that is knitted to the precise dimensions of the body. These pieces flow,
drape, and cascade from the ceiling onto and around mannequins in one continual piece of cloth. And 132 5.ISSEY
MIYAKE/IN-EI ISSEY MIYAKE is the exploration of folding fabric into flat pieces that when picked up unfurl into
origami-style creations for the body and home. In this section there are also hands-on stations where visitors can practice
folding and unfolding quarter-size versions of Miyake’s designs.
Co-organized by The Miyake Issey Miyake Foundation, Miyake Design Studio, and Issey Miyake Inc., and sponsored by
Shisedio, Mari Art, and Mitsui Fudosan, the exhibition is a robust, entertaining, and educational overview of Miyake’s
work. It is appropriate for the novice who is just learning about Miyake or the experienced scholar who has studied
Miyake’s work with passion. One thing that I noticed through the exhibition, from the quotes that were placed in the three
galleries, was the recurring theme of joy; the joy of mono-zukuri (“making things”), the joy of wearing things, and the joy of
making things for others to wear. I was so inspired by the exhibition that afterward I went to the Issey Miyake store in
Giza and bought myself some joy.
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2016 ITAA Faculty Award Winners
The faculty award and fellowship committee is pleased to announce recipients of 2016 ITAA faculty awards. The
winners are
Dr. Susan Ashdown & Dr. Marsha Dickson (2016 ITAA Fellow)
Drs. Karen LaBat and Elizabeth Bye (2016 ITAA Distinguished Scholar)
Dr. Elena Karpova & Dr. Young-A Lee (2016 ITAA Mid-Career Excellence Award)
Dr. Jiyun Kang (2016 ITAA Rising Star)
Congratulations to you all! We are so proud of you! Best wishes for your next scholarly adventure!
Byoungho Jin, Chair, ITAA Faculty Fellowships and Award Committee

Recipient of 2016 ITAA Fellow, Dr. Susan Ashdown
Dr. Susan Ashdown is the Helen G. Canoyer Professor in the
Department of Fiber Science & Apparel Design, the College of
Human Ecology at Cornell University. She joined the faculty at
Cornell University in 1991 and initiated a research program in the
sizing and fit of apparel, after obtaining her doctoral degree at the
University of Minnesota. In the year 2000, she acquired an alumnafunded 3D body scanner. Since this time her research group has
continually expanded the ways in which 3D scan technology can be
used in apparel research, and has achieved international renown. Dr.
Ashdown’s research focus in the area of technical apparel design has
encompassed issues in sizing and fit of clothing, patternmaking,
automated custom fit, the judging of apparel fit in research and
industry settings, virtual fit, understanding body shape variation,
anthropometry of the active body, mass customization, and functional
apparel design. She is currently investigating the use of half scale dress
forms developed from body scans as a tool to increase design
creativity in academia and in the apparel industry.
Over her 30 year career teaching and conducting research in the field
of apparel design Dr. Ashdown has authored and co-authored over 65
peer-reviewed research papers and book chapters, and has edited a
book through Woodhead Publishing, Sizing in clothing: Developing effective
sizing systems for ready-to-wear clothing. She and her research group have
made 70 refereed presentations at international conferences, and she
has presented over 40 invited lectures all over the world, in Mexico, Canada, the United Kingdom, Hong Kong,
mainland China, Brazil, South Africa, Vietnam, and in the United States. She has given seminars for many
corporate and governmental entities ranging from the International Space Center in Houston, Texas to Land’s
End to Nike. She is a recipient of various awards including the 2009 Distinguished Scholar for ITAA. She has
mentored 16 graduate students including five Ph.D. students. Of these students, eight are now teaching apparel,
six at major research institutions. Among the many undergraduate classes she has taught, her favorite class,
Fashion Draping, taught 21 times, has introduced 344 undergraduate students to creative patternmaking in a hands
-on intensive introduction to the interactions among woven fabrics, garment shapes, and the body. Dr. Ashdown
is also committed to teaching the next generation of clothing engineers, in her leadership in the development of
the NSF funded project that can be seen at the website StyleEngineers.org. This initiative is designed to introduce
middle school girls to STEM topics through their interest in fashion.
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2016 ITAA Faculty Award Winners
Recipient of 2016 ITAA Fellow, Dr. Marsha Dickson
Dr. Marsha Dickson is Irma Ayers Professor of Human Services at the
University of Delaware (UD) where she also holds the title of CoDirector of UD’s Sustainable Apparel Initiative. She served as the
Chair of the Fashion and Apparel Studies Department at UD from
2005 to 2015.
ITAA members writing in support of Dr. Dickson described her as
recognized globally and the premier scholar in social responsibility and
sustainability related to the textile and apparel industry. A pioneering
and prolific scholar, she has three books, two edited volumes, 19 book
chapters, 39 peer reviewed journal articles, 45 conference proceedings,
and a number of other publications, reports, and invited presentations,
nearly all focusing on social responsibility and sustainability.
Additionally, she has obtained over $1.9M in external funding and
$163,000 in internal funding. Dr. Dickson’s research is lauded for its
high impact on industry. Through unparalleled professional service she
is working hand-in-hand with business executives and other
stakeholders to transform the industry. Numerous awards, media
interviews and features, and invited presentations demonstrate high
regard for her work in industry, government, and academia, and allow
her to be an Ambassador representing the textile and clothing
discipline on a global basis. Instrumental in gaining inclusion of
purchasing practices in the Sustainable Apparel Coalition’s Higg Index and the Fair Labor Association’s
Principles of Fair Labor and Responsible Sourcing, her current Better Buying initiative stands to fundamentally
change the way the global industry works.
An inspiring leader, Dr. Dickson is heralded for her vision in identifying Educators for Socially Responsible
Apparel Business (ESRAB, now Educators for Socially Responsible Apparel Practices-ESRAP) as a strategy for
advancing knowledge and skills in the field. The ever-increasing emphasis on campuses throughout the ITAA
membership in teaching and research on social responsibility and sustainability is described as her legacy. UD
colleagues attribute the high regard of their department to her “big picture vision.” As a mentor, she has
contributed to the professional development of many junior faculty and students whose research and teaching
have been shaped by her passion and knowledge. Her innovative curriculum development led to creation of UD’s
graduate certificate in socially responsible and sustainable apparel business that engages students and industry
professionals from around the world in advanced learning. A current project involves an international group of
faculty experts in sustainability who are developing learning objectives addressing critical sustainability content
for inclusion in textile and apparel programs globally.
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2016 ITAA Faculty Award Winners
Recipient of 2016 ITAA Distinguished Scholar
Drs. Karen LaBat and Elizabeth Bye

Drs. Karen LaBat and Elizabeth Bye are professors in the Department of Design, Housing, and Apparel at the
University of Minnesota. Drs. Labat and Bye collaborate through the Wearable Product Design Center (WPDC),
an innovative, synergistic ‘think-tank’ to explore methods and technologies that will change how we design,
produce, and wear clothing. They received a National Science Foundation grant to establish the Human
Dimensioning© Lab (HDL) where they visualize, assess, and measure the human body to understand the physical
and psychological “fit” of wearable products. Research from the WPDC has received the College Innovation and
Mission Award, two Lectra Innovation Awards for Research and numerous student awards. Drs. Labat and Bye
believe that industry/university collaborations are essential in moving research forward and continue to partner
with Target Corporation, Nike, and 3M to provide stimulating student experiences, fund research, and foster
their professional development. Their goal has been to lead with creative vision and push the boundaries of the
discipline by seeing possible connections and building partnerships with a wide range of scholars and industry
professionals. Collaboration with the Sedona Group has them sharing this enthusiasm and approach with ITAA
members to look at the future of our discipline. Textiles and Apparel Research and Teaching in the 21st Century is a
monograph that has stimulated conversations and action. Dr. Bye authored the book, Fashion Design published by
Berg in 2010. Dr. Labat is co-authoring (with a medical doctor) the book, Human Body: A wearable product designer’s
guide, under contract to CRC Press. As their partnership and collaboration continues, they also pursue divergent
research paths. Dr. Bye focuses on design scholarship and methods of supporting the designer. Dr. Labat focuses
on design for human health and well-being and design of medical wearable products. They believe they are
modeling a growing tradition of collaborative partnerships and encouraging young scholars to form mutually
supportive partnerships that are productive and rewarding.
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2016 ITAA Faculty Award Winners
Recipient of 2016 ITAA Mid-Career Excellence Award
Dr. Elena Karpova

Dr. Elena Karpova is an associate professor at Iowa State University. She joined Iowa State University in 2005 as
an assistant professor after obtaining a doctoral degree at the University of North Carolina - Greensboro. In
2012, she was promoted to an associate professor. Dr. Karpova is recognized for her outstanding scholarship and
contributions in the field of global apparel and textile industries and creative thinking. Her work has resulted in
38 peer-reviewed publications, with almost a quarter of these published in the Clothing and Textiles Research Journal.
Many of her publications began as presentations, numbering 72, including those given in Russia, Australia, China,
and South Africa.
Dr. Karpova has received funding from various agencies, including US Department of Agriculture and US-India
Educational Foundation, for a total of $508,000. Her work was recognized with seven best paper/paper of
distinction awards received from ITAA, accolades from journals including Best Paper from the Family and Consumer
Sciences Journal, and Education Innovation Award from University of Pretoria, South Africa. She provided mentoring
and guidance to graduate students and junior faculty at her institution. Dr. Karpova proved the consummate
scholar: innovative in her approach to a particular problem and relentless in assuring the highest quality
scholarship presented, published, and shared with fellow scholars in the field. She truly embraces the hallmark of
a scholar, closely intertwining her teaching, research, and service.
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2016 ITAA Faculty Award Winners
Recipient of 2016 ITAA Mid-Career Excellence Award
Dr. Young-A Lee

Dr. Young-A Lee is an associate professor in Apparel, Merchandising, and Design as well as a graduate faculty
member in Human Computer Interaction and Gerontology at Iowa State University (ISU). She received M.A.
and Ph.D. degrees from Michigan State University. Her research focuses on the area of design and product
development with the seamless integration of innovative design technologies and sustainability practices by
working with colleagues from diverse disciplines.

Dr. Lee has established record of productive, independent, transferrable, and impactful research affecting diverse
population, such as aged, disabled, or engaged in hazardous activity. To name a few of her accomplishments
include: 22 sole or co-authored peer-reviewed research papers, 3 book chapters, 8 juried design exhibits tied with
her scientific research, 55 refereed presentations at international conferences, and 53 invited presentations at
international, national, regional, or local conferences. She has been the recipient of EPA P3 Award, EPA P3
Phase II Grant, Department of Justice Phase I Body Armor Challenge Award, ISU College of Human Sciences
Early Achievement Award in Research, Big 12 Faculty Fellow, ITAA Fairchild Publications Textile and Apparel
Faculty Grant, outstanding paper winner in the 2016 Emerald Literati Network Awards, and numerous ITAA
Paper of Distinction Awards. Her excellence is not limited to her research scholarship. She has been an active
ITAA member since 2000. Her service to the profession continues as being an FCSRJ associate editor, CTRJ
editorial board, Fashion & Textile Research Journal editorial board, and reviewer for numerous journals in her
discipline. She is a dedicated, energetic, and influential researcher, teacher, and colleague.
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2016 ITAA Faculty Award Winners
Recipient of 2016 ITAA Rising Star Award
Dr. Jiyun Kang

Dr. Jiyun Kang joined Texas State University as Assistant Professor of Merchandising in the fall of 2010
after obtaining a doctoral degree at Louisiana State University. She earned her MBA with an emphasis in
Marketing from Seoul National University. Dr. Kang’s research has focused on a systematic understanding of
the sustainable decision-making mechanism, which comprises interactions between corporate social
responsibility and consumer social responsibility. She has an expertise in modeling and multi-dimensional
scale development.
She has published 15 peer-reviewed research articles in a book and high impact journals, including Clothing
and Textiles Research Journal and Journal of Business Ethics. She made over 25 research presentations at
scholarly conferences and received two external grants including one from the National Science Foundation.
She is a recipient of various awards from ITAA: Paper of Distinction Award in 2013, Educators for Socially
Responsible Business Research Award in 2013, the 1st Place of Doctoral Best Paper Award in 2010, Best
Paper Award in 2009, and Joan Laughlin Fellowship in 2009. She has also been recognized as the Emerging
Scholar of the Year by the American Association of Family and Consumer Sciences in both 2014 and 2012
and as the American Fellow by American Association of University Women in 2012. Dr. Kang has served as
an Associate Editor for Family and Consumer Sciences Research Journal since 2013. Dr. Kang’s excellence
is not limited to scholarship. Her excellence in teaching and mentoring graduate and undergraduate students
was recognized as she received the Teaching Award of Honor from the President at Texas State University
and was named as the Top 25 Women Professors in Texas. She currently serves as a graduate advisor for the
master program in her school. Dr. Kang’s commitment continues to service for ITAA and other professional
organizations.
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who learns, teaches: Meet Anna Perry, Colorado fashion instructor and

designer, By Delitha Morrow Coles for Lectra Fashion Network “Perspective & Insight” section
As a lifelong student of fashion, her passion for learning has fueled her as a student at Iowa State University,
and now it influences her passion to teach others the craft. That’s because Anna was once herself a design
student, and today, she’s sharing what she has learned with others. Anna is a previous winner of the Lectra Outstanding
Graduate Student Award Best of Show, and she is the winner of the 2015 Lectra Outstanding Faculty Designer Award,
which are both presented at the ITAA annual conference. She created her winning designs using Lectra’s Modaris® software
solution.
Can you tell us a bit about your educational background?
I teach fashion design to students at Colorado State University. I earned my Ph.D. from Iowa State University, and my
Masters from Shenzhen University, Shenzhen, Guangdong, China. I earned my Bachelor of Science at Dalian Polytechnic
University (Dalian Institute of Light Industry), Dalian, Liaoning, China. I guess you could say I’m a lifelong student. Even
as a professor, I’m continuing to learn from my students as I teach.
What sparked your interest in fashion and why did you decide to go the educational route vs. design?
Well, I’ve always enjoyed both learning and designing. In fact, I frequently contribute my designs to exhibitions.
Fortunately, I’ve had some great successes as a design practitioner, both as a student and an instructor. As an Iowa State
University graduate student, my design portfolio won first prize. I also contribute frequently to design exhibitions from
New Mexico to Jacksonville, so I’ve been fortunate to have the opportunity in my education and in my career to do two of
the things I love most – teaching and designing. Because of that, I’m learning all the time.
What do you like the most about working with Lectra solutions?
The fashion industry is in a state of great change now. Manufacturers must operate as efficiently as possible, for example, to
meet the demand for fast fashion. Fewer consumers are actually going into brick and mortar stores, and most of all,
consumers want more customized designs when they’re shopping for new fashion. That’s why I believe this is a wonderful
time to introduce and expand the use of technology in fashion design classrooms. I believe we have so much more to learn
when it comes to understanding how technology can make fashion design faster, enhance creativity and help us share
designs across departments. Technology is everywhere. It’s in our homes, at our jobs, in our classrooms and even attached
to us in the form of a phone or even a watch. Why wouldn’t we use it here also in our fashion design classrooms? We’re
using the Modaris software solution in our classrooms, and students have quickly adopted the idea of using them!.
If you could describe Lectra solutions in 3 words what would they be?
Innovative, fun to use, and helpful!
What do you like the most about teaching students about Lectra solutions?
I like the satisfaction of teaching students something new. I believe we all should be lifelong students who continue to learn
new things throughout our lives. So, in this case, as an instructor I consider it a privilege to be able to teach future
generations of design professionals. It’s not something I take lightly. And I appreciate tools like Lectra’s Modaris software
solutions to help us create advancements in the fashion design profession and to demonstrate the impact technology can
have on creativity in the classroom.
How do your students typically react to Lectra solutions when first introduced to them?
Some of them are a little hesitant at first. Even though they use technology in other aspects of their everyday lives, the idea
of using it in the pattern-making classroom takes some getting used to. But once they try it and see what it can do, especially
in Modaris, they understand the power of technology and what it can do for their designs.
What kind of advice would you give to fashion students/young emerging designers?
Well, obviously, pay attention in class, and use this time to develop your unique design stylle. Keep track of trends
happening in the industry. It’s a time of great innovation in design technology, and in times of great change like this, some
of the most prolific and amazing discoveries are made.
What are you most excited about in the fashion evolution?
I believe we’ve only touched the surface of what technology can do to help us create amazing, unique, creative designs. The
idea that our students can create their designs on a virtual model and make changes to that design with the click of a mouse
is astounding.
What’s the craziest, or funniest, outfit that a student has created using advanced technology?
Oh, that’s a tough one. There have been some. But again, I think that’s where the most creative, disruptive, groundbreaking
ideas can come. I try to encourage crazy and funny!
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New from Fairchild Books
Concepts of Pattern Grading + STUDIO, 3rd edition
By Kathy K. Mullet
ISBN: 9781501312823
This step-by-step introduction to grading combines the theory of pattern
grading with its practical applications. Our new edition includes an
expanded discussion of computer grading technology, updated
information on ASTM sizing standards, more than 200 illustrations and
85 tables for grade rules, measurement charts and garment
specifications, and an online STUDIO with flashcards and self-quizzes.
Instructor’s Guide and a new Test Bank available.
Learn more and request your review copy on
BloomsburyFashionCentral.com » [link to https://
www.bloomsburyfashioncentral.com/products/fairchild-books/shop/
concepts-of-pattern-grading-techniques-for-manual-and-computergrading]

Fitting and Pattern Alteration + STUDIO, 3rd Edition
By Elizabeth Liechty, Judith Rasband and Della Pottberg-Steineckert
ISBN: 9781501318207
This comprehensive guide shows readers how to recognize, evaluate,
and correct fit for 88 figure variations. Our new edition includes
photographs of common fit problems, as well as instructions for working
with multi-sized patterns and correcting garments that have more than
one fit problem. We’ve also added new 2-color graded pattern
illustrations, photos of actual body types, and an online STUDIO with
flashcards and self-quizzes. Instructor’s Guide available.
Learn more and request your review copy on
BloomsburyFashionCentral.com » [link to https://
www.bloomsburyfashioncentral.com/products/fairchild-books/shop/
fitting-and-pattern-alteration-a-multi-method-approach-to-the-art-ofstyle-selection-fitting-and-alteration ]
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact – Lectra North America / Press Dept.: Delitha Morrow Coles
Email: d.morrowcoles@lectra.com
Tel.: +1 770 384- 9814

Lectra and JCPenney announce the winners
of the Fashion Institute of Technology student design contest
Atlanta, May 26, 2016 – Lectra, the world leader in integrated
technology solutions dedicated to industries using fabrics, leather,
technical textiles and composite materials, is pleased to announce the
winners of the Lectra/JCPenney (JCP) Fashion Design Contest, held
recently at the Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT) in New York.
Lectra and JCPenney organized the contest to support FIT in its mission
to prepare its design students for careers in the fashion industry by
giving them a chance to work on real-world projects and providing
exposure for their designs. Fashion design students chose from one of
JCPenney’s exclusive, private brands, including Worthington®, St.
John’s Bay®, Stylus®, and Decree®, and created a collection using
Lectra’s Kaledo® textile and fashion design solution, based on the
brand’s positioning and its customer profile.
“A key element of our success at JCPenney is tied to the choices we provide our customers through our exclusive
private brands. Each brand tells a story, and we rely on our textile design teams to make sure each story is distinct and
will resonate with the target consumer. We are impressed with how well the students in the competition understood
this,” says Nathan Laffin, JCPenney Vice President, Brand Trend Design, Womens. “We are always on the lookout for
young designers who can bring something new to the table and this competition has been a perfect opportunity for us
to discover some up-and-coming talent. It is also a huge plus that FIT students are trained in Kaledo, as we use the
Lectra suite of products to create prints that keep customers loyal to our brands.”
Cagla Ertan took first place in the competition, winning an eight-month internship at JCPenney’s SOHO design studio
starting in September, along with a complimentary Kaledo license. Ertan created original designs, prints, and color
palettes for Decree, JCPenney’s brand for juniors with a sophisticated point of view. The judges felt that Cagla’s
collection best embodied the brand’s DNA.
Second-place winner, Kevin Tung, and third-place winner, Cemile Simsek, were also awarded Kaledo licenses. Tung
and Simsek’s collections both showcased strong original styles and prints.
"In this competitive industry, it is an advantage to have experience using industry tools that simplify the creative
process and bring ideas to life quickly and easily,” says Gerard Dellova, FIT Adjunct Assistant Professor and contest
coordinator. “Our goal is to provide our students with skills that make them more marketable when it comes to finding a
design job. This experience has given them a taste of what it’s like to come up with new styles in an actual retail design
setting.”
FIT and Lectra have been partnering together for more than 25 years; both believe in the importance of educational
initiatives that put students in direct contact with real-world businesses.
“Lectra is committed to the development and training of future fashion professionals, and the company has actively
supported education over the years by providing schools with its technologies and expertise,” says Jason Adams,
President, Lectra North America, “This competition is an important example of the partnership that exists between the
company and its education and industry partners, such as FIT and JCPenney.”
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Position Announcements Posted Since Last Newsletter
Full-time Lecturer in Apparel, Textiles and Merchandising, Central Washington University, click here
Associate Dean for Research, College of Textiles, North Carolina State University, click here
Assistant Professor in Apparel Merchandising and Product Development (9-month, tenure-track), University of Arkansas,
click here
Assistant Professor of Fashion Design, Baltimore City Community College, click here
Assistant Professor and Chair, Fashion Marketing and Management, Northwood University, click here
Associate Teaching Professor in Fashion Design (full-time, contract), Westphal College of Media Arts & Design, Drexel
University, click here

Special Calls
Call for Papers: Special Issue of Journal of Popular Culture: Global Fashion: Media, Consumption and
Technology. This issue will focus on the material and non-material forms of fashion for a range of professional,
commercial, historical, social, cultural and creative purposes. This issue will be international and cross-cultural in order to
highlight the largely global multiple flows of fashion discourse and to broaden the analysis of fashion beyond a purely
traditional Western frame of analysis. For more information, see Full Call. Questions? Contact Dr. Joseph H. Hancock, II
at jhh33@drexel.edu.
Call for Papers: 2017 Symposium: Fashion And Media. October 13-14, 2017, Drexel University, Philadelphia,
PA. Fashion is signified and utilized through various forms of media. In this sixth annual Fashion And... symposium
we will focus on how fashion is portrayed in all types of media. Presentations should examine the representations and
expressions of fashion, apparel, garments, clothing, and textiles in various forms. The full conference Call for Papers will be
out June 1 with submissions being reviewed on a rolling basis for acceptance until August 1, 2017. See Attachment for
more information. Questions? Contact Dr. Joseph H. Hancock, II at jhh33@drexel.edu.
Call for Papers: 2017 ACRA Annual Conference. March 29-April 1, 2017, Hilton Minneapolis/St. Paul Airport,
Bloomington, MN. Deadline for submissions of research and workshops/special sessions is October 31, 2016. For
more information, see Full Call.
Call for Book Chapter Contributors: Retailing in Emerging Markets, 2nd edition. Seeking chapter contributors/authors for
revising Turkey and Thailand chapters from the first edition and a new chapter on Qatar. First draft submission deadline is June 7. For more
information, see Full Call and contact Shubha Benner. sbennur2@unl.edu
Call for Presentations and Artwork: Fashion: Now & Then: Fashion as Art. October 20-22, 2016, LIM College,
New York City, NY. Proposals should demonstrate how fashion information and art in fashion have evolved through time and how they will
continue to evolve in the future. Submission Deadline: Monday, June 6, 2016. For more information, see Full Call.
Call for Submissions: 2016 Rutherford Teaching Challenge, Incorporating Social Media Technology into the
Classroom. Social media technology refers to web-based and mobile applications that allow individuals and organizations
to create, engage, and share user-generated content in digital environments through multi-way communication. Social media
has become a popular way to connect with friends, and has also evolved as a powerful tool for education and business. The
challenge is to describe a teaching module which facilitates learning and builds learner competence in the use of social
media. The module must have been delivered at least one time, so that learning outcomes can be reported. Deadline for
submissions is June 15, 2016. For more information, see Full Call.
Call for Papers: "Shopping, Consumers & Retailing: Historical Perspectives," special issue of Fashion, Style and
Popular Culture, guest edited by Michael Mamp and Sara Marcketti.. This issue is interested in building an understanding of these
topics utilizing historical perspectives.Deadline for submissions is November 1, 2016. For more information, see Full
Call.

Call for Papers: "Luxury Markets, Cities and Labour," special issue of Fashion, Style and Popular Culture, guest edited
by Veronica Manlow. This issue will take an in-depth look at work, cities and consuming markets within the field of luxury. Deadline for
submissions is November 1, 2016. For more information, see Full Call.
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Book Review Opportunities
A call for book reviews in the April Newsletter removed four books from the list offered. ITAA members are invited and
encouraged to volunteer to read one of the five books listed below; complete and submit a book review; and in return, keep
the book.
Casanova, E. Masi de. (2015). Buttoned up: Clothing, conformity, and white-collar masculinity.
Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press. (219 pages)
Clancy, D. (2015). Costume since 1945: Historical dress from couture to street style (2nd ed.).
London, UK: Bloomsbury Academic. (273 pages)
Geezy, A., & Karaminas, V. (2016). Fashion’s double: Representations of fashion in painting,
photography and film. In J. B. Eicher (Series Ed.), Dress, Body, Culture Series. London,
UK: Bloomsbury Academic. (131 pages)
Jefferies, J., Conroy, D. W., & Clark, H. (Eds.) (2016). The handbook of textile culture. London,
UK: Bloomsbury Academic. (462 pages)
Kuman, L. A., & Vigneswaran, C. (2016). Electronics in textiles and clothing: Design, products
and applications. Boca Raton, FL: CRC Press. (412 pages)
Email your request to review to Pam Ulrich, VP of Publications, ulricpv@auburn.edu. Include a brief statement as to
why you wish to review the book and a description of your teaching and/or research areas related to the book’s topic. If you
are unsure as to whether or not you want to review, a copy of the table of contents can be shared to offer more insight.
Maximum review length is 800 words; edits may be recommended after initial submission. Publication is the goal but is not
guaranteed.

Looking for a Good Home
Evelyn Siefert Kennedy wishes to donate her wardrobe of clothing for disabled/elderly men, women, and children
to a college or university collection. The collection consists of thirty-eight garments that have been modified for
individuals convalescing from an illness or are wheelchair bound. A list and descriptions of all items is available as
well as a script for Evelyn’s presentations on behalf of the P.R.I.D.E. Foundation that she created. The wardrobe
was developed in the 1950s, and it represents ideas about fashion adapted for special needs from that period. It
would be a useful research tool for someone working in this area. Contact Evelyn via email at Sewtique@aol.com
or by phone at 800-332-9122.
ITAA Newsletter Editorial Staff
Managing Editor: Nancy Rutherford
E-Mail: executive_director@itaaonline.org
The ITAA Newsletter is a bimonthly publication of the International Textile and Apparel Association, Inc. The purpose of the newsletter is to provide
timely information to members. Unsolicited articles should not exceed 300 words. ITAA Editors reserve the right to edit, cut, or not publish all solicited
and unsolicited articles. Articles submitted via e-mail will be acknowledged by e-mail. Articles submitted by mail or on disk will be acknowledged only if
a stamped, self-addressed postcard is included with the mailed item. Neither the editors nor ITAA assumes responsibility for statements made or
opinions expressed by authors of articles published in the ITAA Newsletter. Submissions must be authors’ original works or give appropriate
attribution.
Email newsletter copy to Vanessa Jackson by the following dates: January 15 (for February issue), March 15 (for April issue), May 15 (for June issue),
July15 (for August issue), September15 (for October issue), and November 15 (for December issue). Article, book, thesis, and dissertation titles can be
submitted to Editor for each newsletter..

